
 

Club Update #4 29/05/2020 

 

Following the Government allowance of 6 people from different households being allowed 
to meet up from Monday 1st June.  
 
Further to any future announcement from England Golf regarding their guidance  
  
We will be moving to a position where two, three and fourballs will be allowed effective 
from 6.30am on Monday 1st June - one person may book up to four people into one slot 
and may only book one tee time per day. BRS booking will remain in force and their will be 
no roll up golf. 
  
A member will have the right to add their name to any available slots to make up two, three, or 
four players 
  
For the time being we will keep the timings set at 8 minutes and will assess the impact this 
has on the social distancing aspect as well as the pace of play. 
  
Social Distancing must still remain at staying 2 metres apart and no member must not approach a  
tees until it is unoccupied. 
  
All other Club Covid regulations remain in force and again as per the timesheet notices 
anyone at risk, shielding someone at risk or is in the enforced shielding category should 
consider using another form of exercise. 
  
Additionally, the BRS system has been under immense strain with the peak time seeing upwards 
of a million golfers using the app at any one time. We have learnt that over a million users are on 
the system between 7pm and 7.30pm ( the most used booking time by clubs) BRS have advised 
all clubs to spread times from 6pm – this will/may even further hinder our time for booking. 
  
For that reason, we will be moving the booking time later in the evening to 8.30pm 
EFFECTIVE THIS EVENING 29TH MAY, which may help the members who require to book a 
time the moment the clock strikes.  
  
We will also be removing the request to only book three times. 
 
The Practise Ground will be put back into play but only one way play and no more than 3 
people should be practising in the area at any one time and you should only use a limited 
number of balls and only touch your own. 
 
The limit on the putting green will also be lifted to 4 people at any one time 
  
This is another step towards some normality but can we please remember and have a 
thought that we are still under strict Covid19 restrictions and we cannot jeopardise this 
relaxation afforded to Golf  
 
Please remember that this weekend is another live trial of the score entry system via your phones 
which is intended to replace the foyer PC. The more that enter and complete the best chance we 
have of ensuring that this system is bullet proof for when we start club competitions up once again. 
 


